Tectonic Plate Tetris
Theory of Workload

The original tectonic theory of workload was deduced to better qualify actual
time and effort demands in the complex work environment of the operating
theatre.
It was deduced, obviously, by Pete, because no one else is crazy enough to
come up with such an idea.
John would like to call it the Tetris Theory of Workload, and I agree that there
are some particularly appealing complementary metaphors going on there.
However, having walked in the Himalayas, I have seen what pressure can do,
and so I concede to call it the Tectonic Plate Tetris Theory of Workload.

The Theory:
Workload in anaesthetic nursing occurs in chunks.
These chunks are actually blocks of work associated with particular task
events, and have a generally finite sequence of steps which coalesce into the
performance of an operation, and collectively, an operating list.
Each block is unique, finite and concrete in terms of effort and time required
to safely complete it.
These blocks continue over the course of the day, and so fatigue, stamina
and escalating workload pressures play a part in the resultant quality and
safety performance environment, and the summative attitudes to these
phenomena crystallise into the inherent safety culture mindset, particularly if
they are considered devoid of any experiential perspectival bias.

So: what does all this mean?
Here is a picture to help.

Not ignoring the excellent qualities of Jackie, this is a map of our theory.

Each block represents an operating theatre case with its related task and
contingency related activities.
As the workload compounds, the ability of the clinician to deal with it becomes
compromised, and workload impinges on the only flexible time allocation
available: that of breaks.
So workload first compresses rest periods, reducing the clinician's ability to
maintain their stamina.
The next most compressible time involves low hierarchy micro and macrotasks, including lower order paperwork, presence at Time-Out and restocking.
Thus errors of omission start to occur because constraints on time do not
permit full compliance with systems processes and procedural policies
Finally, physical and cognitive function begin to be eroded and psychomotor
exhaustion sets in.
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Intensifiers:
Some factors have a multiplier effect on the size of the tectonic work plate.

For example:
Number of operations on a list
Variance, eg emergency lists, combined adult and paediatric cases
Degree of complexity
Distance from store rooms,
Distance from patient pickup points,
Distance from specialised equipment store
Accessibility to facilities and adequacy of facilities
Being on an early shift following a late shift
Fatigue related psychomotor inefficiencies
Stock levels
Equipment
Maintenance level of equipment
Inefficient systems of work
Complexity of paperwork

Other multipliers exist which I have failed to mention, but it is enough to have
highlighted that myriad intensifiers contribute to workload and thus to the
magnitude of the tectonic plates which comprise each workload block.

The Answer:
The answer to the problem is not just within the spectrum of time and motion.
It is more complex than that.
It is linked to Smith Diagram of Human Performance, where time has been
replaced by workload distribution and workload intensity; and motion has
been replaced by human factor ergonomics and systems processes.

The next and most important part of the diagram is psychomotor science
(comprising both cognitive science and endurance physiology), which
explores the territory of optimal human performance, and equally importantly,
the endpoint of human effectiveness in relation to the task at hand.

Summation:

The Tectonic Plate Tetris Theory of Workload proposed by Smith and Gibbs
(2014) fills a void in current nursing knowledge and practice.
This void is apparent across the entire nursing profession and the health care
industry.
It is conspicuous by its absence in consideration in any industrial agreement;
it is conspicuous by its absence in any system of work construct;
It is conspicuous by its absence in the execution of managerial knowledge;
And it is conspicuous by its absence in the performance of clinical health care
duties.
Consideration of The Tectonic Plate Tetris Theory of Workload will aid in the
delivery of high quality and safe healthcare for both the patient and the
caregiver.
It will result in fewer errors, fewer near misses, lower complication rates,
reduced sick leave and less conflict at work.
It will result in decreased healthcare expenditure on all of the above related
indices not just to the tune of dollars, but to the tune of hundreds of millions of
dollars worldwide.
Most of the science is already there.
The quantum gap is in the recognition and application of this knowledge.
It is said that "To err is human."
I would counter that: "To enforce conditions that ensure humans err is
inhumane."
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